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SAilP!J.liO FOn M"W!tv..M:Cll;IEOILGICAL IUWEAHCJI 

'l'h:l i1:L1gram is one or Rl1 archeological profile 19" deep. Line AB is 
the datum level, line CD 1s the base level. The object is to make a atratio 
graphic analysis on the basil! of fossil pollen. To do this two columnss 
X and Y. will be taken. 

First, vertical cuts. :3 or 4 inches deep, will be made from the top to 
the bottom of the profile (EF, GR. JK). These are spaced 6" apart. 

Next, bep:inning nt the base level CD. columrl 1 is marked off in 2" 
levels. Then column Y is marked off, thoueh the bottom level of column Y is 
o� 1". This technique allmrs more particular lUUIly8is of any one level aa 

unusual effects found in one 2" sample may be clarified by analysis of the 
adjoining samples. F.ach of these two inch levels 11'111 hereinafter be called 
lfindoms. Thtus column X contains 9 complete wind01lll and one window approxi
mately It" high, lIhile column Y contains 9 complete windoms and one window 
approximately 1" high. Each window is then collected separately. If poss:lble. 
the columns should be 110 located 8S to give good provenience to cultural 
materials. 

The "face" of the window is scraped off l'rith a trowel or knife for about 
1/4" to eliminate present day conta'llination. ':olold.ng quickly, the collector 
then probes in and attempts to cut out a block of soil if possible. If the soil 
is loose and cruni:>ly it "ill not make any appreciable difference. About 2 Ths. 
(900-1000 grams) should be collected. Only about 100 grams will be needed for 
pollen analysiS, but the sample may also be used for micro--faunal analysis. shell 
analysis. and receover-j of seed and bone remains. 1000 grams of sample also allows 
II. safe IDIlrgin for the possibility that the data IlIIi\Y be referred to again in the 
future. 

The basic problem in makinp, such collections is that of contamination. 
V,nen dealinl' with microscopic particles such as pollen grains there can be no 
more effective precaution ap,ainst contamination than that the collector of the 
sample keep his wits about him and recogniM utmost care in collection. Analysis 
of the sample deale with the frequencies of various materials. It is thus seen 
that smnll amounts of contaminat1.on ml\V I1\!lke sienificant differences. 

Some of the blllJic precau'�ions m'e as follows: 

1) Take the samples from the bottom or the column upwards if possible. 
111is precludes the pOllsibility thnt mat.erial from lIind01l'5 above the one being 
worked on will drift down and. contl.llTlinate the sample. In cave depOSits and the 
like, this � not bl� comreniellt.. If samples are t.aken from the top dovnnvards, 
another "faceR will present itoelf which muat be scraped off. 

2) De sure the t ools are cJ.ean. The knife, tror.el. spoon, etc. used in 
taking the sample should be wiped clean after each contact with the so11. 
Disposable tissues or towels will be quite adequate for this purpose as long as 
no clumps or bits of soil are left clinging to the tool.o. 
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A rinse in distilled water lIould be excellent but will probably not be 
convenient. Rinsing the tools in tap water without wiping them off would 
probably cause more damar,e than merely l'Iiping them since this water would 
contain pollen from some other area completely and the contamination would 
then be constant throughout the slllllple. 

3) The slIIIple containers must be clean. Paper bags are not advised as 
containers. It the bag has been used once or is dirty it is o1iVrously unfit, 
they tend to tear and break easily. and they are difficult to keep tightly 
closed. Besides thiS, paper bags are very porous and t end to pick up strll¥ 
pollen grains easily. 

The best conta Lners to use are plastic bottles with wide mouths and screw 
caps. The8e are light; easily packed for storage or shipping, unbreakable. and 
can be easily labeled with a �ease pencU. They should, however, be rinsed 
with distilled water before use. 

Second best 1I'Ould be ordinary polyethylene refrigerator bags placed inaide 
a glass jar. The bags and jars are easily obtained and the onlT inconvenience 
is that they are both liable to break when transported unless packed carefu�. 
Plastic bags of this sort me;y be tied in a knot at the mouth or tied with a 

string with the label on it. 

Polyethylene bags which are sealed and then placed in a labeled paper bag 
rne;y be adS(luate. depending on atoraFe conditiollS. necessity of shipping and 
field convenience. In a pinch, the soil sample m� be taken into a large piece 
of fresh aluminum foil, tightly sealed and placed into a paper bag. Unfortunately, 
this method does not lend itself to the collection of large samples. 

other improvisations will probably suggest themselves in the field, but it. 
must be kept in mind that the material is windborne and microscopic. Every added 
chance for contamination lessens the validity of the sample. 

4) Wind contamination. The direction of the prevailing wind. depending on 
its force and constancy, may be an important tactor. The collector should attempt 
to woid taking a stratigraphic sampl.e with his back to the wind. The wind, 88 
it strikes the upper Windo" which he has not yet taken samples from. will causo 
a constant fall of minute particles into the sample being teken at the moment. 
If the collector Ulke3 his s�lcB facing the mr.d. contaminating material \rl.11 
be blo;m past him. 
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